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You're a Nazi because a mob likens you to Hitler.
You’re a Nazi because blood makes you woozy.
You’re a Nazi because first you were against gay people, and now it’s black people.
You're a Nazi because Hitler's face is on your website's banner.
You’re a Nazi because Huntingdon laboratories for animal experimentation is the animal Auschwitz.
You’re a Nazi because I don’t know what to say.
You're a Nazi because if you could enact it, you'd wipe out the human population of Africa.
You're a Nazi because Glenn Beck says so.
You’re a Nazi because Jonah Goldberg says so.
You're a Nazi because Newt Gingrich doesn't like you.
You’re a Nazi because six billion broiler chickens will die this year in slaughterhouses.
You're a Nazi because no one here really cares about anything you have to say and I know you realize that and it angers you but it’s not my fault. I’m sure your relatives and anyone you’ve ever had necessity to be close to have told you how annoying and unlikeable you are so there’s no need for me to get into that here. Just add me to the list of people who would rather not have you around them if you don’t mind. Like everyone else you’ve ever been in proximity of, you creep me out. Your hero and his hope and change socialist ideas have been a total disaster for this country and I know that bothers you and the fact that myself and other patriotic Americans predicted it has turned out to be the icing on your crow pie. Millions of people are out of work, nobody can afford gas for their cars, our credit rating has been downgraded and we’re headed for collapse with the guy you predicted would save us. Well, he was wrong and you were wrong and now you want to lash out at patriotic Americans about it because admitting you were wrong and that your ideas were a total disaster is something you just can’t countenance. Your idol will be sent packing next election if he doesn’t bring us to total collapse and destruction before then. Get used to the idea. It’s a done deal. I know that thought makes you hate this country even more than you do now but oh well, you’ll just have to adjust I guess.
You're a Nazi because sixty years ago the US hired you to lead pioneering projects, such as the race to conquer space.
You’re a Nazi because the buckle you wear is a Nazi one.
You're a Nazi because the first person to be nice to you in middle school was in a neo-Nazi gang.
You’re a Nazi because your joyous Who-ville song ‘Dahoo Fores’ is German for ‘We burn crosses.’
You’re a Nazi because whether you’re a Nazi or a Commie, you’re still a socialist.
You're a Nazi because you abstain from all drugs and you talk bad about marijuana.
You're a Nazi because you accuse those who disagree with you of being Nazis.
You’re a Nazi because you accused a liberal of hypocrisy.
You're a Nazi because you advocate ‘separation of Church and State,’ which came right out of Adolf Hitler’s mouth.
You’re a Nazi because you agree with white supremacist and Holocaust denier Tom Sunic.
You're a Nazi because you are determined to derail potential opposition to your plans to accelerate the deconstruction of America.
You're a Nazi because you are dressed head to toe in a German World War II outfit in front of a German tank that you own.
You're a Nazi because you are embarked on a desperate no-holds-barred mission of propaganda, obstruction and fear.
You're a Nazi because you are very fascinated with history, European identity and such forth, and also you are into Ska, Punk and all this fun stuff, etc., and you shave your hair and it is red, you wear boots and military clothes.
You're a Nazi because you asked if Lena Gercke takes it up the chutney tunnel.
You’re a Nazi because you asked why the-ists always prove Godwin’s law.
You're a Nazi because you associate yourself with a True Believer when trying to make a point about freedom.
You're a Nazi because you begin each dialogue with the requisite ‘Heil Hitler!’ salute.
You're a Nazi because you believe that cars parked on private property do not meet the definition of 'Abandoned Vehicle.'
You’re a Nazi because you believe the Jews did 9/11.
You’re a Nazi because you believe wir müssen die Juden ausrotten.
You’re a Nazi because you breastfeed.
You're a Nazi because you burned Superman comics.
You're a Nazi because you called Jordan Lloyd a cowering pussy.
You’re a Nazi because you called me and everyone I know a Nazi or a fool.
You’re a Nazi because you called me Hitler.
You're a Nazi because you called Netanyahu an asshole.
You're a Nazi because you challenged statistics on species extinction, using the ‘name those who have died!’ tactic.
You’re a Nazi because you cited the “Protocols of the Elders of Zion.”
You're a Nazi because you claimed that the Mossad orchestrated 9/11 to turn the world against Arabs.
You're a Nazi because you compare the value of human lives.
You're a Nazi because you consistently post pictures of Nazis in your blog.
You're a Nazi because you criticize Obama.
You’re a Nazi because you criticized a Jew.
You're a Nazi because you demand good grammar.
You're a Nazi because you didn't see Captain America.
You're a Nazi because you don't admit it.
You’re a Nazi because you don’t agree with us.
You’re a Nazi because you don’t believe a citizen should approach a police officer with a gun and a camera.
You're a Nazi because you don't believe the Germans used Teutonic black magic and Vril energy to make the corpses transform into thin air and at the same time transform the gas chambers into ordinary buildings that look nothing like gas chambers at all.
You’re a Nazi because you don’t explicitly spell it out.
You’re a Nazi because you don’t fear carbon dioxide.
You're a Nazi because you don't hate Reagan.
You’re a Nazi because you don’t like baseball.
You're a Nazi because you don't support banning gay priests.
You’re a Nazi because you don’t think the United States should be toppling governments we don’t like.
You're a Nazi because you don't think the US bayonet was vastly superior to the German.
You're a Nazi because you don't want to bail out the banksters and the ruling class and enslave the taxpayers.
You’re a Nazi because you don’t want to do it our way.
You're a Nazi because you doubt anthropogenic global warming.
You're a Nazi because you drank a nice, cold glass of Fanta.
You're a Nazi because you drink a lot of good doppelbock.
You’re a Nazi because you engage in the politics of fear.
You're a Nazi because you expect Jennifer Rubin to be as stupid and offensive as possible in order to appeal to you.
You're a Nazi because at first you're very nice to the girl you like, but after that, when she turns you down, you have to be arrogant.
You're a Nazi because you follow Mohammad, a Psychopath Delirious Delusional Liar Cheat Illiterate Intolerant Racist Pedophile Rapist Polygamist Multiple Slave Owner Thief Deceiver Money Greedy Highway Robber Stabber in the Back Throat Slitter Beheader Murderer Genocide War Criminal This is the truth copied directly from the Koran in Arabic, the only book a Muslim ever needs to know.
You’re a Nazi because you forced ethnic Albanians onto trains.
You're a Nazi because you frequently suffer excessive drinking, sleep disturbances, and disrupted relationships.
You’re a Nazi because you had premarital sex.
You're a Nazi because you hate when retards just want to insult the Nazism, and don’t care about the good that they brought to the world.
You're a Nazi because you have all those books with pictures of Hitler, and every time I come in your room you're watching something on the History Channel with people speaking German.
You're a Nazi because you have questioned the link between HIV and Aids and the usefulness of respected immune-boosting drugs, presiding over a holocaust to destroy poor South Africans.
You’re a Nazi because you have specific tactics for weasling anti-PC into conversations, in ways that don’t make people immediately think you’re a Nazi or support Hitler (which you do).
You're a Nazi because you have spent years collecting Nazi memorabilia.
You're a Nazi because you have targeted talk radio, bringing back the Fairness Doctrine as just one facet of your scheme to eviscerate the only part of the media controlled by conservatives.
You're a Nazi because you hold hands to the audiobook of Mein Kampf.
You're a Nazi because you improved on Nazi propaganda techniques by drawing on the innovations of the marketing and advertising industries.
You're a Nazi because you intend to get what you can out of the dying biosphere and could not care less about the beauty of the world.
You're a Nazi because you just ate one.
You’re a Nazi because you lack compassion.
You're a Nazi because you like evolution.
You're a Nazi because you like German beer.
You’re a Nazi because you make offensive blanket statements of the nature ‘Muslims are terrorists so they deserve to be blown up’ or ‘Muslims oppress women, so we should remove their civil liberties,’ etc., and when accused of racism you defend yourself by saying that Muslims are connected by religion, not racial identity.
You're a Nazi because you oppose multiculturalism.
You're a Nazi because you pray to Hitler.
You’re a Nazi because you protest universal health care.
You're a Nazi because you provided immunity to telecom companies who helped the government illegally spy on American citizens.
You're a Nazi because you put too many workers in the oven.
You're a Nazi because you put your peanut butter in the fridge.
You're a Nazi because you question the global warming cult.
You're a Nazi because you questioned whether Israel's attacks on the Gaza aid flotilla should be called self-defense.
You're a Nazi because you refer indirectly to the ethnicity of Movie studio heads or a majority of the pundit class.
You're a Nazi because you retired in Argentina.
You're a Nazi because you run a news organization that uses newspeak to tell the people falsehoods and deceive them.
You're a Nazi because you said ‘OK, I'm a Nazi.’
You’re a Nazi because you said Anders Breivik’s victims were playing anti-Semitic war games in a Communist/Socialist campground with a pro-Islamic agenda, and that they would have grown up to become future leaders of the party responsible for flooding Norway with Muslims who refuse to assimilate, who commit major violence against Norwegian natives including violent gang rapes, with impunity, and who live on the dole.
You’re a Nazi because you said Saudi Arabian women look like rats with mustaches.
You're a Nazi because you said ‘fart’.
You're a Nazi because you say we should enforce our own immigration laws, but not because you told the Jews to beat it.
You’re a Nazi because you set my private messaging inbox limits to more or less than 437.
You're a Nazi because you shave your head.
You’re a Nazi because you shout at town halls.
You're a Nazi because you show the same kinda hate and bitterness as them toward Hilary Duff, who is a decent celeb not like these whores who dress in skank.
You’re a Nazi because you speak of ‘removing’ an abort-ed fetus to avoid admitting that the victim is being killed.
You’re a Nazi because you speak of crushing skulls like my mechanic speaks of recycling old tires. You are not a human being. You have forfeited your right to call yourself that. By all moral standards and reasoning, you are an unrepentant mass murderer. And your grotesque but, I’m sure, technically accurate descriptions of crushing skulls says to me that you actually enjoy rubbing it in. ‘Look at me. Look what I can get away with. I can crush the skulls of fetuses, then get paid to describe it in gory detail on Slate, and there’s not a goddamn thing any of the rest of you can do about it.’
You're a Nazi because you spent for the Axis rather than saving for taxes.
You’re a Nazi because you studied with the prominent fascist ideologue Leo Strauss.
You're a Nazi because you suggested that Iraqi property developers who're making trouble over London Olympic construction projects might want to go back and see if they can do better under the ayatollahs.
You're a Nazi because you teach in a public school.
You're a Nazi because you support a Nazi.
You're a Nazi because you support Israel.
You’re a Nazi because you support Obama’s policies.
You're a Nazi because you support Obamacare.
You’re a Nazi because you support population control.
You're a Nazi because you take away from families the chance to teach values and replace it with an indoctrination process by teachers.
You're a Nazi because you tell us that if we love America, we'll agree with you.
You're a Nazi because you think it would be a pity if in, let's say, a few hundred years there wouldn’t be any white people on our planet.
You're a Nazi because you think Jews are dishonest and cowardly killers.
You're a Nazi because you think Jews were worked and starved to death because that's what the Jews were doing to the German people, so they got a taste of their own medicine.
You're a Nazi because you think multicultural leftist politics are destroying your country and society from the inside with Muslim scum.
You're a Nazi because you think playing WoW with a keyboard and mouse is better than playing with a controller.
You’re a Nazi because you think that a person who immigrates to America should learn our language.
You're a Nazi because you think the German Nazi helmet looks like a well-circumcised Aryan penis head, which you find so appetizing!
You're a Nazi because you turned this thread into yet another platform for you to tell others how they should be thinking and what they should be thinking about.
You're a Nazi because you want a blockland key V19 for free because you really want to play online blockland you really hate to play as single player you want to build with more bricks not with 150 bricks.
You’re a Nazi because you want a Hitler gangplank skin.
You’re a Nazi because you want a third world war.
You're a Nazi because you want close the borders or slow down immigration.
You’re a Nazi because you want full employment and support of the elderly.
You’re a Nazi because you want me to recycle.
You’re a Nazi because you want the state to decide who lives and who dies.
You're a Nazi because you want to devalue the historical lessons of Nazism by repeating the accusation in order to be allowed to repeat their program.
You're a Nazi because you want to kill all those but our most valuable members of society, which does not include movie actresses, Democratic politicians, or people with IQs of under 120.
You're a Nazi because you use capitals and way too much punctuation.
You're a Nazi because you want to sit down with leaders in Iran or Syria.
You're a Nazi because you want to stage a protest rally next door to a synagogue.
You're a Nazi because you want violence, war, torture, segregation, racism, zero responsibility and denials until the sun implodes.
You're a Nazi because you wanted to dump your girlfriend when you found out she is a quarter Jewish.
You're a Nazi because you went to jail in Germany.
You’re a Nazi because you wear a burzum shirt or patch.
You're a Nazi because you wear a Hydra hat.
You're a Nazi because you wear a Nazi armband in public.
You’re a Nazi because you wear a white t-shirt under dress shirts and other collared shirts.
You're a Nazi because you wore a 30’s-inspired military-esque outfit to Comic Con and a Halloween party, which turned out to be a reproduction of the Sky Marshal’s jackets from the movie Starship Troopers.
You're a Nazi because you're a 'white conservative' from Detroit and you say that women should stay home and raise kids.
You're a Nazi because you're a Catholic.
You're a Nazi because you're a cop.
You're a Nazi because you're a gay hating, black hating, anti-radical/liberal, ableist moron that believes in the perfect world in which everyone wears the same hair color, the same blue eyes, white skin, and free from deformities and kills those who are black, brown, yellow, homosexual, and disabled.
You're a Nazi because you're a homosexual activist who does not believe in freedom of speech or freedom of religion.
You're a Nazi because you're a Jew-bashing, Holocaust-denying white supremacist who spews the same vile, hateful rhetoric that resulted in millions being gassed and burned in the ovens. You’ve said that the Nazis were justified in their actions because their society was under attack from liberals, communists, and Jews, that America is under attack from liberals, communists, and Jews, and that you will spill blood to defend your vision of America.
You're a Nazi because you're a member of Germany's pro-Hitler party, which plans to open a third-Reich style training center to teach young people discipline.
You're a Nazi because you're a reich-winger.
You’re a Nazi because you’re a Republican.
You’re a Nazi because you work for HYDRA.
You're a Nazi because you worry what you might do if a black woman turned you on.
You're a Nazi because you're against gay marriage.
You're a Nazi because you're an atheist and don't associate with Christians or Jews.
You're a Nazi because you're anti-Zion.
You're a Nazi because you're closed to any argument and you're unable to understand what a mise-en-scene is.
You're a Nazi because you're Conservative right and lean towards the Statist.
You're a Nazi because you're fastidious in laying out the weekly paper.
You're a Nazi because you're German, so you live in a socialist country, right?
You're a Nazi because you're glorifying guys like Lepkowski.
You’re a Nazi because you’re Hitler.
You're a Nazi because you're in or support Al Qaeda activities or ideals. You're a Nazi because you're in spitting distance of Indiana Jones.
You’re a Nazi because you’re into white power.
You’re a Nazi because you’re part German.
You’re a Nazi because you’re part of the secular, socialist machine.
You're a Nazi because you're pro-choice, which means you eat babies for lunch.
You're a Nazi because you're quoting Eric Hoffer.
You're a Nazi because you're the first black American president.
You're a Nazi because you're the pope.
You’re a Nazi because you’re un-American.
You're a Nazi because you've been making certain films at the request of the Pentagon to normalize things like torture and Guantanamo.
You’re a Nazi because your collectivism entails racism.
You’re a Nazi because your father worked with Nazi war criminals and founded the John Birch Society.
You're a Nazi because your grandfather Prescott Bush managed a Nazi steel manufacturing plant in Poland, which made use of Jewish slave labor.
You’re a Nazi because your policies are comparable to those of the Third Reich.
You're a Nazi because your resentment against a disen-chanted secular world found deliverance in the ecstatic escape of unreason.
You're a Nazi because your screed against Muslims insulted them for taking it up the ass, thus expanding your hate war to two simultaneous fronts.
You're a Nazi because your screen name ends with 88, code for “Heil Hitler.”
You're a Nazi because you intend to make efficiency a goal.
You’re a Nazi because your father was a Nazi and your family killed the Jews.
You're a Nazi because, as in the Nuremberg Trials in Nazi Germany, you will be punished for slaughtering God’s children.
You're a Nazi because, like Islamophobic blogger Pamela Geller, you support the right-wing extremists of the English Defense League.
You're a Nazi because you're playing Angry Birds Rio where the goal is to kill all the monkeys.
You're a Nazi because you are telling people that they can only post political things in the one thread you created.
You're a Nazi because you attacked a black man without noticing he was wearing a ‘Spokane Boxing Club champion’ t-shirt.
You’re a Nazi because you called someone ‘Jew boy’ because you didn’t know his Jew name.
You're a Nazi because you support what's good for the members of the national community, defined according to blood and heritage.
You're a Nazi because you're a democratic socialist with nationalist ideologies.
You're a Nazi because you're a power hungry troll caster.